
Late Model Engines has been working with Power Automedia for the 
past 8 years. Their expertise in advertising and educating readers 
along with building a strong relationship is second to none. We enjoy 
working alongside them. It's more than business, it’s friendship.

- Pecos Laughlin, Owner/Founder,  Late Model Engines (LME)


We've partnered with Power Automedia for almost 2 decades. In this ever-evolving 
digital era, their editors create engaging content to connect us with our target 
customers while they search for performance parts online. We trust the PAM team 
always has our best interest in mind while providing content opportunities to 
reach automotive enthusiasts in unique ways.

- Chris Douglas, President & CEO, Edelbrock Group

We are lucky to work with such a professional company. Power 
Automedia just does it the right way. I can say that I was reading an 
article on one of the sites this morning and the whole team nails 
everything from telling a story to top notch photography.”



- Joe Maylish, MAHLE Motorsport 
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We've brought back and continue to grow the much 
anticipated Engine Build Giveaway. This Giveaway is 
where horsepower junkies can seize the chance to win a 
heart-pounding, custom-built engine that's destined to 
leave tire marks on the asphalt.

We're thrilled to announce the expansion of our 
Everywhere+ options to all eight Power Automedia sites. 



This powerhouse program has already 

shown its strength, thanks to our 

custom newsletters, and has seen 

remarkable results in terms of 

engagement and reach since 

its introduction in 2021.

+EVERYWHERE
MARKETING PROGRAM

VISIT ENGINELABSGIVEAWAY.COM Sign me up

EXCLUSIVE ONLY TO

8 ADVERTISERS

CUSTOM BRANDED 
NEWSLETTER

In our ALL-NEW Events Division, we're gearing up to redefine the concept of automotive gatherings, creating unparalleled 
opportunities for consumer and performance brands to converge with the rapidly growing community of enthusiasts.



What makes Mustang Week such a great opportunity for you?



For over two decades, Mustang Week has been hosting an annual gathering that brings together Mustang enthusiasts from across the 
country. This lively congregation is more than just a display of cars. The event attracts over 15,000 Mustang enthusiasts every year, and 
this number continues to grow. With numerous groups, clubs, daytime and nighttime cruises, and exhibitions, there are plenty of fun-
filled activities lined up throughout the week.

NEW EVENTS DIVISION

600+
REGISTERED SHOW CARS

5K+
CITY WIDE CAR COUNT

15K+
AVERAGE SPECTATORS

40+
AVERAGE VENDOR COUNT

101,394

TOTAL 
PUBLISHED 
ARTICLES 2023 marked a turning point for Power Automedia as we embraced a new era with the launch 

of our cutting-edge platform, Electrified. Looking forward to 2024, we're gearing up to elevate 
your brand, cranking up the power on our Everywhere+ program choices and delivering a high-
energy toolkit to propel and elevate your brand.

Our approach extends far beyond mere advertisements – we're all about providing editorial 
content that backs your brand and social engagement that ignites the automotive 
community. We've optimized our marketing efforts for maximum impact, assuring that your 
brand is prominently featured across our extensive lineup of nine digital platforms, engaging 
with a vast audience of automotive enthusiasts worldwide, 24/7.

When you invest in our marketing solutions, you're not just getting exposure; 
you're getting comprehensive support through integrated editorial content, 
turbocharged social media distribution, and weekly newsletter exposure. Strap in 
tight, because your brand's journey with us is about to hit top gear!

OUR CONTENT
STRATEGY

VISIT MUSTANGWEEK.COM

At Power Automedia, we're not just in the automotive game; we're blazing the 
performance trail. Our arsenal of finely-tuned media brands covers every corner of 
the automotive world, and we don't just help our clients reach automotive 
enthusiasts – we supercharge their connection with precision-targeted marketing 
programs and strategies that rev up the horsepower. 

As the undisputed champions of automotive digital, we deliver top-notch marketing 
solutions that not only revitalize your brand but also turbocharge engagement and 
set you on the fast track to success.

When you work with Power Automedia, authenticity, respect, integrity, and top-tier 
quality aren't just buzzwords – they're the high-octane fuel that powers our 
partnership.
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CONTENT
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ADVERTISING

At Power Automedia, our love for cars knows no bounds – we're 
downright obsessed with them. This passion drove us to create a 
YouTube channel that's dedicated to delivering top-tier performance 
insights to our fellow enthusiasts. Welcome to Power + Performance, 
the apex of Power Automedia's automotive brand lineup.

POWER + PERFORMANCE
ENTHUSIAST DRIVEN YOUTUBE CHANNEL

Here, we serve up all the performance, all the time. Original 
programming at its finest, shot and edited with authenticity in mind – 
we capture real stories on the quest for more horsepower and faster 
track times. From the latest engine builds, ground-up car builds, 
product reviews, and more – it's the ultimate destination for power-
hungry automotive aficionados.

107k
YT SUBSCRIBERS

42.4M
LIFETIME VIEWS

EXCLUSIVE TO ONLY 8 
ADVERTISERS

BRANDED CUSTOM 
NEWSLETTER

AVAILABLE ON ALL 
TITLES

EVERYWHERE
Unleash the ultimate marketing powerhouse with 

Everywhere+, offering an exclusive and diverse 

marketing plan that includes the entire spectrum of 

display ad positions and custom newsletter 

sponsorships. This comprehensive package is now 

available across all eight of our titles, ensuring 

maximum reach and impact.

With Power Automedia's Digital Marketing 

Programs, you're not just advertising – you're 

elevating to a new era of brand excellence. Drive 

your brand's success story today.

Super Billboard 970x550

Billboard 970x250

super leaderboard 970x90

Med. Rectangle 300x250MOBILE LEADERBOARD 320x100 PREMIUM MOBILE FOOTER 320x50

Vertical Half-Page 

& Newsletter 300x600

LEADERBOARD 728X90

CUSTOM NEWSLETTER

PASSION
We LIVE and BREATHE all things automotive. Our goal is to elevate your automotive journey by providing breathtaking visuals, impactful articles, and heart-
pounding videos. Our digital presence is curated by a squad of seasoned media professionals, revered in the automotive sphere, each driven by an 
unshakable love for everything with wheels. We're not just working; we're living the dream!

& our why

We're committed to fulfilling our clients' automotive aspirations while fearlessly pioneering innovative approaches in media and marketing. Our unwavering mission 
is to share our deep-rooted automotive passion with the world.

Our main goal is to capture the hearts, minds, and every last ounce of attention from fellow enthusiasts through authentic, turbocharged automotive stories.


When we say we're committed to excellence, we mean it. Every interaction is a chance to share our love for vehicles and uphold the highest standards. We don't 
settle for anything less than greatness. We believe in teamwork, endless improvement, and, above all, we're firm believers in the sheer magic of the automobile.
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LSXMAG.COM
From the original LS1 powerplant that started the small-block revolution in 

1997 to the latest LSX, Gen V LT1, and LT4, , LSX Magazine covers every 

aspect of modern GM vehicles.

FOCUS
1999 to Present 
Silverado/Sierra

Gen 5 & Gen 6 
Camaro

C5 to C8 
Corvette

TOP CONTENT
Engine Tech Car Features New Car News

DEMOGRAPHIC
Men, ages: 35-65 Household Income: $76k - $100k

Mobile Visitors: 71%

LS SWAP THE WORLD
1M
Facebook 
Fans

168K
Monthly Article 
Reads*

150K
Monthly 
Readers*

Email 
Subscribers*

51K

DRAGZINE.COM
It’s drag racing — 24 hours a day! Dragzine® delivers the hard-hitting 

news, rumors, and event coverage that drag racers crave from NMCA, PDRA, 

NHRA, Outlaw, No-Prep, Grudge, and Drag Radial events.

IT’S HARDCORE DRAG RACING, 
24 HOURS A DAY.

FOCUS
NHRA, Sportsman, 
Nostalgia & Bracket 
Racing

No Prep & Outlaw 
Doorslammers

Street / Strip

TOP CONTENT
Drag Racing News Vehicle Features Event Coverage

DEMOGRAPHIC
Men, ages: 35-55 Household Income: $51k - $100k

Mobile Visitors: 68%

Facebook 
Fans

563K 569K
Monthly  Article 
Reads*

501K
Monthly 
Readers* Email 

Subscribers*

94K

ENGINELABS.COM
EngineLabs® explores the new parts, tactics, rationale, and strategy that guide 

the creative minds obsessed with making horsepower. Covering all popular 

engine platforms, EngineLabs taps the leading engine builders and engineers.

FOCUS
Latest 
Technology

Dyno Test Engine Theory & 
Builds

TOP CONTENT
Engine Tech Engine Profiles Q&A with Experts

DEMOGRAPHIC
Men, ages: 50-65 Household Income: $76k - $120k
Mobile Visitors: 64%

HIGH PERFORMANCE
ENGINES

509K
Facebook 
Fans

287K
Monthly Article 
Reads*

255K
Monthly 
Readers*

Email 
Subscribers*

66K

* statistics represent past 12 months from Sept. 2022

EXCLUSIVE TO ONLY 8 
ADVERTISERS

BRANDED CUSTOM 
NEWSLETTER

AVAILABLE ON ALL 
TITLESEVERYWHERE

Make your brand omnipresent with 

Everywhere, which grants you access to a 

complete array of digital ad positions on 

desktop, mobile, and newsletters for our 

dynamic titles. It's the perfect choice for those 

looking to expand their brand's visibility and 

influence.


With Power Automedia's Digital Marketing 

Programs, you're not just advertising – you're 

elevating to a new era of brand excellence. 

Drive your brand's success story today.

Power
The Power Program is your key to commanding 

next-level brand building and engagement. 

With a complete array of digital ad positions on 

desktop, and mobile, you can focus your efforts 

on ensuring your brand gets the spotlight it 

deserves. Get ready to harness the full power of 

automotive marketing with the Power Program.


With Power Automedia's Digital Marketing 

Programs, you're not just advertising – you're 

elevating to a new era of brand excellence. 

Drive your brand's success story today.

Super Billboard 970x550

Billboard 970x250

super leaderboard 970x90

Med. Rectangle 300x250

MOBILE LEADERBOARD 320x100 PREMIUM MOBILE FOOTER 320x50

Vertical Half-Page 

& Newsletter 300x600

LEADERBOARD 728X90

DESKTOP 1600x400

MOBILE 768x400

High 
Performance
Takeover

Supercharge your brand's visibility with an Unmatched High-Performance 
Takeover. This exclusive, high-octane ad unit guarantees prime placement on 
both desktop and mobile platforms, delivering a knockout punch to your 
competition. With this takeover, your brand steps into the spotlight, captivating 
an intensely engaged audience and broadcasting your message to millions.


PERFECT FOR NEW PRODUCT LAUNCHES ULTIMATE EXPOSURE FOR YOUR BRAND HIGH PERFORMING LOCATION

We've been advertising with Power Automedia for years 
with great success. They've addressed digital 
marketing better than anyone and their team has 
helped bring us into the cyberspace age.”

- Steve Davis, Performance Distributors

Project
Cars

Welcome to the fast lane of innovation and collaboration! At Power Automedia, we believe in merging the 
realms of creativity and credibility, crafting a drive like no other. Picture this: a roaring engine, a sleek chassis, 
and a trailblazing partnership that accelerates your brand's visibility and trust. As we ignite the engines of 
project car builds for our digital titles, we're not just building vehicles; we're constructing trust. Our product isn't 
just a tool; it's a testament.

Join us in this exhilarating journey, where your brand becomes the fuel, and success is the destination.

DIRTY BIRD / STREET MUSCLE VIEW PROJECT

RED DRAGON / DRAGZINE VIEW PROJECT

4MyCrew / OFF ROAD XTREME VIEW PROJECT

899 / LSX MAGAZINE VIEW PROJECT

ENGINE RETRO 5.0 / ENGINELABS VIEW PROJECTWORKHORSE / DIESEL ARMY VIEW PROJECT

BOOSTED COYOTE / FORD MUSCLE VIEW PROJECT

APOCALYPSE BUG OUT JEEP / OFF 
ROAD XTREME VIEW PROJECT

MAX STREET / CHEVY HARDCORE VIEW PROJECT

© Power Automedia   |   All Rights Reserved

Don't miss your chance to secure a coveted 

spot among the limited 10 advertisers per 

month. Embrace the power of exclusivity and 

let your brand dominate the EV market in the 

digital realm. What sets our digital ad program 

apart is not just exclusivity but the incredible 

potential of our cutting-edge platform. 

Seamlessly integrating state-of-the-art 

technology and data-driven insights, we 

deliver an unparalleled advertising 

experience. Leverage our platform's 

capabilities to unleash the full potential of your 

campaigns.

With Power Automedia's Digital Marketing 

Programs, you're not just advertising – you're 

elevating to a new era of brand excellence. 

Drive your brand's success story today.

ELECTRIFIED 
ALL-IN

Billboard 970x250

super leaderboard 970x90

Med. Rectangle 300x250

MOBILE LEADERBOARD 320x100

Vertical Half-Page 

& Newsletter 300x600

LEADERBOARD 728X90

LIMITED 10 ADVERTISERS PER 
MONTH

5 DESKTOP & 3 MOBILE-
ONLY PLACEMENTS

RUN DISPLAY & HPTO 
ADS TOGETHER

Super Billboard 970x550

PREMIUM BILLBOARD 970X250

super leaderboard 970x90

MOBILE ONLY 320X100

DESKTOP AND MOBILE 
MED. RECTANGLE 
300X250

OFFROADXTREME.COM
Whether you’re into off-road racing, building and driving your own rig, or just 

want to follow the cutting-edge of off-road, Off Road Xtreme™  is your daily 

check-in for all the latest and greatest in the off-road industry.

FOCUS
Rock Crawling & 
Overlanding

Recreational 

Off Roading

Desert & Pre-
Runner Trucks

SHARE THE ADVENTURE
Facebook 
Fans

498K 98K
Monthly Article 
Reads*

87K
Monthly 
Readers*

Email 
Subscribers*

17K

TOP CONTENT
Suspension, Wheel & Tire Tech Driveline Tech
Truck Features

DEMOGRAPHIC
Men, ages: 35-65 Household Income: $76k - $100k

Mobile Visitors: 64%

STREETMUSCLEMAG.COM
Street Muscle Magazine® is THE destination for old and new muscle car 

content. We focus on classic muscle cars but dive into the latest news and 

tech on late models – with a heavy emphasis on Mopar.

615K
Facebook 
Fans

222K
Monthly Article 
Reads*

197K
Monthly 
Readers*

Email 
Subscribers*

111K

FOCUS
Late Model 
Mopar

Modified '60-70s 
Muscle Cars

Restomods & Pro 
Touring

PUTTING THE STREET BACK
IN STREET CARS

TOP CONTENT
Fuel Injection Swaps Car Features Muscle Car News

DEMOGRAPHIC
Men, ages: 50-65+ Household Income: $76k - $100k

Mobile Visitors: 61%

CHEVYHARDCORE.COM
Bowtie lovers unite! Get your heaping dose of all things Chevy, right here at 

Chevy Hardcore. Offering up the latest up-to-date news, event coverage, and 

do-it-yourself tech articles.

UNADULTERATED CHEVROLET
PERFORMANCE

FOCUS
Chevelle & C10Tri-Five Camaro & Chevy II/Nova

331K
Facebook 
Fans

229K
Monthly Article 
Reads*

201K
Monthly 
Readers*

Email 
Subscribers*

66K

TOP CONTENT
Engine Tech Car Features Engine & Transmission 


Swaps

DEMOGRAPHIC
Men, ages: 50-65+ Household Income: $50k - $100k

Mobile Visitors: 62%

ELECTRIFIEDMAG.COM
Documenting the growing rise of ELECTRIC Vehicles (EV) with industry 

insider interviews, features on the latest disruptive technology, & spotlights 

on innovative products that are changing the daily lives of consumers 

around the world. Electrified will be your digital companion for up-to-the-
minute news on bleeding edge EV technology, reviews, EV swaps, 

performance upgrades, and e-mobility.

AUTOMOTIVE
Event 
Coverage

New Car/Truck 
Reviews & News

Product Reviews 
& Installations

the forefront of
EV TECHNOLOGY

Mobility News & Reviews
Class 1-3 E-Bikes Mopeds, Motorcycles, Snowmobiles

Scooters, Hoverboards, Skateboards

ev news
Charging Infrastructure Public Transportation

Technological Break-Throughs

FORDMUSCLE.COM
 Ford Muscle covers all years from 'traditional' Ford performance to the latest 

models off the assembly line. You'll find the newest in street performance for 

those who just like to cruise to hardcore racers.

Facebook 
Fans

469K 159K
Monthly 
Article Reads*

139K
Monthly 
Readers*

Email 
Subscribers*

40K

FOCUS
F-150 & 
EcoBoost

S650, S550 & S197 
Mustang

SN95 & Fox Body

CAPTURING THE BLUE
OVAL SPIRIT

563K
Facebook 
Fans

569K
Monthly Article 
Reads*

501K
Monthly 
Readers*

Email 
Subscribers*

94K

TOP CONTENT
Power Adder Tech Car Features New Car News

DEMOGRAPHIC
Men, ages: 50-65+ Household Income: $76k - $100k

Mobile Visitors: 65%

DIESELARMY.COM
 No spark plugs here! Whether your truck lives hooked to a trailer, you love 

tearing up the streets on the weekends, or are just a member of the Diesel 

Army – we have what you are looking for.

FOCUS
DuramaxCummins Powerstroke

Facebook 
Fans

244K 70K
Monthly Article 
Reads*

63K
Monthly 
Readers*

Email 
Subscribers*

24K
TURN UP THE TORQUE

TOP CONTENT
Diesel Engine Tech Vehicle Features

New Vehicle News

DEMOGRAPHIC
Men, ages: 35-65 Household Income: $76k - $100k

Mobile Visitors: 65%

NEW CONTENT ADDED WEEKLY

POWERANDPERFORMANCE.COM

In today's fast-paced digital landscape, where information zips by and readers navigate swiftly 
between content, Power Automedia's enthusiast brands offer a distinctive opportunity. We have 
the privilege and skill to captivate your customers in ways that few others can.


UNLOCK THE ADVANTAGES OF

DIGITAL MARKETING


